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Flexibility: The Key to
Success in Technology
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Taking a More Flexible &
Efficient Approach to
Windows Deployment
Whether your current OS is Windows 7, Windows 10, and/or you are
preparing for the launch of Windows 11, OS upgrades are a continuous
cycle.
What
is
your
current
build
process?
Large costs are often a result of manual Windows device deployment
processes. This is due to high levels of overhead in relation to PC
imaging, re-imaging, supporting infrastructure/network, applications,
drivers,
and
data.
Without the requirement of third party services, Swimage automation
provides organizations with flexible solutions and total control of device
configurations. Optimizing and modernizing PC lifecycle management
without capability gaps will quickly drive down costs in engineering,
infrastructure, and support.

Swimage Offline Deployment Method

Has your organization ever experienced PC deployment challenges in assisting remote or hybrid employees
who have poor or no internet connection? The Swimage Offline Deployment Method (ODM) is designed to
assist everyone – from employees in large offices with thousands of systems to be deployed simultaneously to
remote workers in all locations, even on mountain tops. The Swimage ODM eliminates concerns surrounding
network impact and limited bandwidth.
The goal of delivering the ODM to a PC is to optimize time, speed, and reliability. Delivery options include:

•
•
•
•
•

Over-the-network
Cloud streaming
ISO format
OEM vendor image
Swimage kit (USB thumb drive)

Migrate from Anywhere with Swimage

Position Your Remote & Hybrid Workforces for Success

Swimage provides employees with the capability to completely migrate a PC from anywhere,
typically in under an hour. This allows for employees to migrate themselves without the
requirement of shipping the PC to a repair center. No longer should a user wait for IT support or
shipping times to get their PC repaired, upgraded, or migrated from remote locations.
Maintaining productivity and security while providing the flexibility that employees need to get
their done at home, office, or any other location has never been easier.
•
•
•

Maintain productivity for office, hybrid, & remote employees
Maintain security so that data and access to IT systems are protected
Maintain awareness with real time activity visibility for leadership and support teams

Latest Release: Swimage + Tranxition
Ransomware Recovery

Swimage + Tranxition has recently announced a ransomware recovery solution to recover systems that have
been blocked by malware or ransomware. The solution allows "point-in-time" recovery even if the system is
unavailable.
Swimage is proud to provide a special offer to existing customers - a complimentary trial of Swimage +
Tranxition Ransomware Recovery.
Contact us today and take advantage of this limited time special promotion.
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